The ruled surfaces, i.e., surfaces generated by one parametric set of lines, are widely used in the field of applied geometry. An isophote on a surface is a curve consisting of surface points whose normals form a constant angle with some fixed vector. Choosing an angle equal to =2 we obtain a special instance of a isophotethe so called contour curve. While contours on rational ruled surfaces are rational curves, this is no longer true for the isophotes. Hence we will provide a formula for their genus. Moreover we will show that the only surfaces with a rational generic contour are just rational ruled surfaces and a one particular class of cubic surfaces. In addition we will deal with the reconstruction of ruled surfaces from their contours and silhouettes.
Introduction
Let be a surface in the projective space P 3 R and sm denotes the set of its smooth points. Then for any fixed point a P P 3 R the contour g a of with respect to a viewpoint a is defined as the closure of the set fp P sm X a P T p sm g;
where T p sm denotes the tangent plane at p. If r is an arbitrary plane not passing through a then we may project a contour g a from the point a to the plane r. The projected curve is then the so called silhouette and usually denoted a , see Fig. 1 . Some related studies on contours, silhouettes and their applications can be found e.g. in [3, 4, 11, 16] Remark 1.1. If is a developable surface, i.e. an envelope of one parametric set of planes, then the contour curves consist of unions of finite number of lines. In what follows we assume a surface to be non-developable.
Let @x 0 X x 1 X x 2 X x 3 A be coordinates in P 3 R . Fix a hyperplane ! X x 0 a H and the absolute conic section X x 0 a x 2 1 C x 2 2 C x 2 3 then the complement A 3 R a P 3 R n! is an affine space endowed with the usual scalar product. The plane ! is called a plane at infinity and its points can be understood as directions in A 3 R . We write A a @a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 A for dehomogenization of a point @I X a 1 X a 2 X a 3 A and 3 a a @a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 A for dehomogenization of a direction £ E-mail: vrsekjan@kma.zcu.cz a r a g a Figure 1 : The contour g a (cyan) w.r.t. the point a and the silhouette a (magenta) as the projection of the contour into the plane r.
a a @H X a 1 X a 2 X a 3 A. Depending on the position of the point a, it is sometimes distinguished between the contour w.r.t a central projection (a T P !) and a parallel projection (a P !). The Gauss mapping X @P 3 R A , 1 associated to a surface & P 3
R , assigns to a point of the surface its tangent plane X p U 3 T p , viewed as a point in the dual space @P 3
If is given implicitly by a homogeneous polynomial equation F @x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 A a H then the formula for the Gauss mapping is just X p U 3 @@ x0 F @pA X ¡ ¡ ¡ X @ x3 F @pAA :
The image of a non-developable surface under the Gauss map is again an algebraic surfacethe so called dual surface . The normal mapping of the surface X P 2 R assigns to a point of the surface a normal direction at this point. To define it in a projective settings just assign to a point p P the point polar to the line T p ! with respect to a polarity induced by the absolute conic section . With the choice of we have made, the normal mapping is X p U 3 @@ x1 F @pA X ¡ ¡ ¡ X @ x3 F @pAA ; (3) i.e., it can be viewed as the composition of the Gauss mapping and the projection from the point @I X H X H X HA. It is easily verified that this definition agrees with the usual construction of the normal vector on the affine patch x 0 T a H.
Unlike the contour the definition of an isophote depends on the metric of the ambient space. It is defined as a loci of points where the surface normals encloses a constant angle with a fixed vector. This definition, usual in differential geometry, c.f. [6, 10, 13] , is not suitable when attacking the problem with the algebraic techniques. The reason is that the isophote would not be an algebraic curve, in this case, but only its half. Hence we modify the definition slightly. The isophote s a; is the closure of the set n p P sm X @@pA ¡ aA 2 2 @a ¡ aA@@pA ¡ @pAA a H o ; (4) where a a @a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 A P P 2 R , is a given direction, a ros is the angle and x ¡ y a i x i y i . Hence s a; is a set of points on the surfaces where the normal direction forms angles ¦ with the direction a. Considering a to be a point in !, i.e. a a @H X a 1 X a 2 X a 3 A and letting a os =P a H we obtain exactly a contour curve g a a s a;0 .
In geometric modelling, curves and surfaces are usually given by their polynomial or rational parameterization. Hence they are special instances of a wide class of algebraic varieties. Since contours and isophotes on algebraic surfaces are algebraic curves as well it makes sense to study them via techniques from algebraic geometry. Because of the used methods we will replace the field R in definitions by C. It is clear that (1) and (4) still make a perfect sense. However in engineering applications one is more interested in results about real surfaces -algebraic surfaces with real dimension two defined be real equations. Hence we will discuss the consequences of our results for real varieties as well.
Since the paper aims to the contour curves and isophotes on rational ruled surfaces we will recall some basic facts about ruled surfaces, for more details see e.g. [15] . A rational ruled surface is a surface in P 3 C generated by a rational one-parametric family of lines -the so called rulings. Hence it admits a parameterization r@s; t 0 ; t 1 A a t 0 p@sA C t 1 q@sA a @t 0 p 0 @sA C t 1 q 0 @sA X ¡ ¡ ¡ X t 0 p 3 @sA C t 1 q 3 @sAA; (5) where p i @sA and q i @sA are polynomials. The rulings on the surface are parametric curves corresponding to a fixed parameters. The rational curves p@sA a x@s; I; HA and q@sA a x@s; H; IA intersect a generic ruling exactly once. A curve on with this property is called a section and it can be seen that each section is a rational curve. In fact for every rational ruled surface in P 3
C there exist numbers m; n such that is a projection of ruled surface
C parameterized as t 0 X t 0 s X ¡ ¡ ¡ X t 0 s m X t 1 X t 1 s X : : : t 1 s m+n ¡
The projection is birational and preserves the degrees of curves whose images are not contained in the singular locus of . Two sections on of degrees m and m C n have the minimal possible degrees and the degree of the surface is then Pm C n. A rational parametrization of the surface can be obtained by joining the corresponding points on arbitrary two sections by the line. Proposition 1.2. Let p@uA and q@vA be proper parameterizations of two sections on ruled surfaces. Then there exist reparameterizations @sA and @sA, such that t 0 p@@sAA C t 1 q@ @sAA parametrizes the surface. Moreover and can be chosen to be linear fractional transformations, i.e., in the rational functions s+ s+ .
A section of a special interest on R is a section by a plane. If we choose q@sA a @H X q 1 @sA X q 2 @sA X q 3 @sAA to be a parameterization of the section by !, then (5) provides a parameterization of the affine piece of the surface in the usual form
R@s; tA a P @sA C t 3 q @sA:
Denote x a @x 0 X x 1 X x 2 X x 3 A and let 
Assume p@s 0 A T a q@s 0 A then the ruling corresponding to s a s 0 is called regular, torsal or singular if rnkp@s 0 A; p@s 0 A; q@s 0 A; q@s 0 A equals to R, Q, or P, respectively -see [15] for the detailed description. On a non-developable surface there is at most finitely many non-regular rulings. Since (8) is linear in t 0 and t 1 the tangent planes along a regular ruling form a line in the dual space. It turns out that dual surface of a non-developable ruled surface is a ruled surface as well. Moreover it is known that deg a deg@A.
Contour curves

Contour curves in general
As already mentioned, curves and surfaces in geometric modelling are usually given by their rational parameterizations. Hence for a given surface one would like to have a formula for a rational parameterization of its contours. Conversely in [3] the rational contour curves were used to produce rational parametrizations of canal surfaces. So the first question to ask is how many rational surfaces possesses rational contours. Let us start with a simple example.
Quadratic patches are one of the simplest classes of rational parametric surfaces used in geometric modelling. These are the projections of Veronese surface in P 5 C to P 3
C . Depending on the projection (or equivalently on the number of base points of the resulting parameterization) the quadratic patch parametrizes one of the following surfaces:
1. quadric, 2. ruled cubic with double line, 3. Steiner surface (of degree 4).
As we will see, the contour curves on regular quadrics are rational and the same is true for ruled cubic surfaces. However a generic projection of the Veronese surface and thus almost all quadratically parametrized surfaces in P 3 C are Steiner quartics. Their generic 2 contour curves are elliptic curves and thus they are not rational. Hence even a very simple surfaces do not posses contours parametrizable by the standard techniques used in CAGD. It is already known that contours on rational ruled surfaces are rational, see e.g. [12] . The following theorem completes the lists of all such surfaces. Theorem 2.1. A generic contour curve on a surface in P 3 C is rational if and only if the surface is rational ruled or the Cayley cubic, i.e., rational cubic surface with four double points. 2 Generic here means that there exists a Zariski open set U P 3 C such that for all a 2 U the contour has the genus 1. Hence there still can exist rational contour curves on the surface, but their set has the codimension at least one in P Proof. For a given a P P 3 C a point p P sm is contained in the contour g a if and only if @pA a @y 0 X y 1 X y 2 X y 3 A fulfils y 0 a 0 C y 1 a 1 C y 2 a 2 C y 3 a 3 a H;
i.e., contour curves are mapped to plane sections of via the Gauss map. Since is birational and @ A a by the reflexivity theorem (see e.g. [9, p. 208] ), the surfaces with rational contour curves are exactly the duals of surfaces with rational plane sections. Such a surface is well known to be a projection of a rational ruled surface or the Steiner surface, see [8] . As already mentioned, the dual of rational (non-developable) ruled surface is again a rational ruled surface. 
The polynomials @H 0 ; : : : ; H 3 ; L 0 ; : : : ; L 3 A fulfilling (12) forms the so called syzygy module, see e.g. [5] . Nevertheless restricting the attention to the surfaces of a fixed degree reduces the problem to the system of linear equations. We illustrate this on the example. polynomials L 1 and L 2 then must have degree 0, i.e. L 1 a and L 2 a . substituting to (12) leads to @ P 0 C P 0 Ax 2 0 C @ P 1 R 1 C C Ax 2 1 C @ C Ax 2 2 C @P 3 P 3 C Ax 2 3 C @ P 0 P 1 R 0 C P 1 PAx 0 x 1 C @ P 2 C P 2 Ax 0 x 2 C @P 0 P 3 P 0 C P 3 Ax 0 x 3 C @ P 2 R 2 Ax 1 x 2 C @P 1 P 3 P 1 R 3 Ax 1 x 3 C @P 2 P 2 Ax 2 x 3 H:
This system of 10 linear equations in variables i ; i ; ; has the unique solution (up tu a scalar multiple) H 1 a x 0 Px 1 x 3 and H 2 a x 0 C x 1 x 3 . Thus there exists a unique cubic surface with a given contour -namely the surface 
Let us emphasize that the curve g may be only a component of the whole contour curve g a & . In our case, the surface is non-singular and thus by (10) the contour with respect to a is a common solution of 
where a a @a 0 X ¡ ¡ ¡ X a 3 A. Bézout theorem tells us that the degree of g a is six. Indeed in our particular case g a is the union of g and two lines @s 0 X s 1 X ¦ p U=S@s 0 C s 1 A X s 0 C Ps 1 A, see Fig. 2 .
The above approach can be used to find surfaces containing more than one contour lines. Hence it is perfectly reasonable to ask how many contours determine a surface and how to reconstruct it from the given set. Clearly the answer will generally depend on the degree of the sought surface. Note that the introduced method of a surface reconstruction has some drawbacks. As we have already seen, the given curve may be only a part of the contour on the resulting surface. Second, let F a H be the equation of the above cubic surface and G 1 ; G 2 be two quadrics intersecting at g from the Example 2.2. If we solve (12) for a quartic surfaces then the set of solutions will contain polynomials F ¡ H, where H is an arbitrary linear form or the product G 1 ¡ G 2 . In fact the system of equations cannot be used to distinguish between regular solutions and the surfaces which are reducible or contain g as a singular curve.
As usually the better knowledge of the geometry of sought surface can simplify the problem significantly. Hence one of our goals is to provide the answer for the class of ruled surfaces. Problem 2.3. Determine numbers c@kA such that a rational ruled surface of degree k is determined by c@kA contour curves.
The analogous problem is obtained by replacing the contour curves by the silhouettes. Recall (see Fig. 1 ) that the silhouette can be understood as the "boundary" of the surface projected from the center a to some chosen plane. Hence the following problem is motivated by a reconstruction of a surface from its two-dimensional images.
Problem 2.4. Determine numbers s@kA such that a rational ruled surface of degree k is determined by s@kA silhouettes.
Contour curves on quadrics
Although all quadrics are ruled surfaces we will treat them separately. There are two reasons for this. First, we can solve Problems 2.3 and 2.4 directly without any reference to the rulings. And second, the quadrics are a typical illustration of the drawback of an approach via complex numbers. Indeed the real part of the sphere, paraboloid, etc. contains no line. So one cannot consider them to be ruled surfaces from the point of view of real geometry. Fortunately we may prove Proposition 2.5. Real rational ruled surface contains one-parametric set of real lines or it is a quadric.
This result sounds so classically that it must be known already. However we did not find it in the literature and thus we present its proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. Since is ruled it contains a family of complex lines. For each such a line, contains the complex conjugate line as well. Since the lines generating a surface moves in a complex family, its real dimension is two and thus a generic real point is an intersection of two conjugate lines. Now we prove that through each (complex) point of the surface pass at least two lines. Let Xa f@p; vA P ¢ qr@I; QA j p P v & g: (16) Denote by X 3 the projection onto the first factor. The degree of the projection measures how many lines pass through a generic point of the surface. Since we know that for p P @RA the cardinality of the fiber is at least two and @RA is not contained in any algebraic subset of dimension one on we conclude that there must exist a Zariski open subset of with the same cardinality. And thus deg ! P.
Now it remains to prove that a surface with at least two lines through each point is a plane or a quadric. If contains the one-dimensional family of lines and no other line then through a non-singular point there passes only one line. so there must exist at least two lines ; & not belonging to the family and intersecting the members of the family in one point (this follows from the intersection product on the linear normalization of ). Hence we have two sections of degree one on and the degree of the ruled surface is two or one depending whether lines and are skew or intersecting.
Since real plane always contains real lines we conclude that the only possible real ruled surfaces without real family of lines are quadrics.
According to Remark 1.1 we will consider regular quadrics only. The contour w.r.t. a point a is then the intersection of the quadric with its polar plane w.r.t. the point a. It is a regular conic section whenever a is not a point on the quadric, or it consists of two lines otherwise. This confirms that a generic contour curve of a regular quadric is a rational curve.
Conversely let a conic section g be given as the intersection of a quadric G@xA a H and a plane H@xA a H. The cone joining the point a and the conic section g (We will use notation a5g for such a cone.) possesses a quadratic equation F @xA a H obtainable from the system from x a sa C ty; G@yA a H and H@yA a H; (17) after elimination of variables y a @y 0 X ¡ ¡ ¡ X y 3 A, s and t.
Lemma 2.6. With the above notation, the equation of any quadric containing a conic section g as a contour w.r.t. a point a can be written as F @xA C H 2 @xA a H; (18) where ; P C are free parameters.
Proof. The ideal of g is generated by F and H. Denote the equation of the sought quadric by G@xA a H. Since g is contained in it is possible to write G@xA a F @xACL@xAH@xA, where P C and L@xA is a linear form. Moreover the cone a5g shares the tangent plane with at every point of g. It follows that the intersection of with a5g is the conic section g counted twice. At the same moment this intersection is nothing but section of the cone by two planes H@xA a H and L@xA a H. Hence it must be L@xA a H@xA.
Since the equation of a quadric has 10 coefficients and it is unique up to multiplication by a constant, the set of all quadrics can be identified with P 9 C in a usual way. As shown above, the set of the quadrics with a given contour forms a line in this parameter space.
Recall that the set of singular quadrics is a hypersurface of degree 4 in P 9
C . Hence there are four singular quadrics in each pencil (not contained in the hypersurface). As usual the proper intersection multiplicities must be taken into account. For example reducible quadrics (union of two planes) form a singular locus of this hypersurface. They are all singular points of multiplicity two except of double planes H 2 @xA a H which are triple points. Thus double planes count as at least three singular quadrics in the pencil. From this we can see that the only singular quadrics in the pencil (18) are the cone and the double plane. Theorem 2.7. Two contour curves determine a quadric uniquely (c@PA a P).
Proof. Two lines corresponding to the two contour curves on the same quadric cannot be skew because they both contain a point corresponding to . Hence it is enough to prove that they are not identical. Assume that they are the same, then by Lemma 2.6 we may parametrize the pencils in two ways -say 1 F 1 C 1 H 2 1 and 2 F 2 C 2 H 2 2 . Since H 1 a H and H 2 a H are obviously different planes (otherwise the contours would be the same), we see that they intersect the hypersurface of singular quadrics in at least Q C Q C I points. This is impossible unless each quadric in the pencil is singular which is a contradiction to the general assumption on regularity of the quadric .
Let be given a conic section a and a point a P P 3
C not contained in the plane of a . Similarly to Lemma 2.6, it is possible to describe all the quadrics with a as silhouettes w.r.t. a. In particular, let F a @xA a H and H a @xA a H be the defining equations of the cone a5 a and an arbitrary plane not passing through a, respectively. The intersection of the cone with the plane is a regular conic section g a whose projection from the center a is the silhouette a . Hence g a can be a contour curve on the sought quadric, we immediately obtain its defining polynomial Q@xA a F a @xA C H 2 a @xA (19) for some nonzero constant . First, we observe that two silhouettes are not enough to reconstruct a quadric. Let b be the second silhouette and use analogous notation as above. We would like to lift up both silhouettes to obtain contours g a and g b which determine the quadric. Since the contours are conic sections on the common quadric they must intersect in two points p and q. Moreover the tangent plane to the quadric and thus the tangent planes to the cones a5 a and b5 b at these points must contain both points a and b. This allows to determine p; q P @a5 a A@b5 b A. Hence both planes H a @xA a H and H b @xA a H belong to the pencil of planes passing through the line joining a and b. Assume that we have already found some quadric Q@xA a H with the given silhouettes.
Hence we may write
Q@xA a F a @xA C H 2 a @xA a F b @xA C H 2 b @xA:
Moreover it is reducible and thus the pencil contains singular quadrics for parameter values @ X A equal to @I X HA, @H X IA with multiplicity one and @ X A with multiplicity two. From this we finally derive the equation P @xA a H of an arbitrary quadric with the silhouettes a and b . Let us write it again as
where , are same as in (20) 
since there exists a one-parameter family of quadrics with silhouettes a and b -see Theorem 2.8. Three generic silhouettes determine a quadric uniquely,i.e., s@PA a Q.
Proof. Let be given silhouettes a , b and c . As above, it is possible to identify fp; qg a g a g b on the intersection of the corresponding cones. And similarly for the points fr; sg a g a g c . Since silhouettes are considered to be generic we may assume that c is not contained in the line joining a and b and it follows that fp; qg T a fr; sg. Hence we know at least three distinct points on g a . Moreover they lie on regular conic section and they span unique plane r a . Finally we arrive at g a a r a @a5 a A. The process may be repeated to obtain e.g. g b . Now the statement follows from Theorem 2.7.
Contour curves on rational ruled surfaces
Let be a rational ruled surface parameterized as in (5) . From (8) it is seen that the tangent planes along a regular ruling form a pencil. Hence for an arbitrary point not contained in the ruling there exists a unique tangent plane passing through this point. It turns out that the contour curve is a section and thus a rational curve. In particular, the condition on the point a to be contained in the tangent plane of the surface can be expressed as deta; p@sA; q@sA; t 0 p@sA C t 1
q@sA a H:
Solving this equation for t 0 , t 1 and substituting back to (5) leads to the parameterization of the contour curve g a in the form c a @sA a deta; p@sA; q@sA; q@sAp@sA deta; p@sA; q@sA;
p@sAq@sA:
See [12] for the formula using Plücker coordinates. If p@sA and q@sA were minimal sections of of degrees m and m C n respectively, then (24) leads to the following bound of the degree of the contour curves deg g a Rm C Pn P a P deg P;
where the equality holds for a generic contour curve on ruled surface without singular rulings. Quadrics are ruled surfaces with m a I and n a H, and thus a generic contour shall be of degree P. As mentioned above this is true if the point a does not lie on the quadric -in which case g a consists of two lines. This behaviour is observed for ruled surfaces of higher degrees as well. If a P or it is contained in the torsal tangent plane then g a is reducible -it consists of the ruling and a section of the degree one less.
Although contour lines are sections they do not posses a lowest possible degree and thus two contours always intersect.
Lemma 2.9. Two generic contours on a rational ruled surface intersect at deg regular points and in the cuspidal points of torsal rulings.
Proof. Let be given two generic contours g a and g b . Recall that the Gauss image @g a A of the contour is the section of dual surface by plane 
As c a @s 0 A is a point in the projective space we may write it as 2 p 0 C 4 q 0 .
Consider an arbitrary section passing through this point, i.e. admitting a parameterization Given a proper parameterization c@sA of a rational curve g, the tangent planes to the ruled surface t 0 c@sA C t 1 q@sA along g contain the point a if and only if q@sA is contained in the plane spanned by a tangent line to g at c@sA and the point a. It means that q@sA a @sAc@sA C @sA c@sA C @sAa;
where ; and are arbitrary polynomials. It turns out that there exists a plenty of ruled surfaces with prescribed contour. Surprisingly we still have:
Theorem 2.10. Two contour curves determine rational ruled surface uniquely, i.e., c@kA a P. 
consists of singular points on b and regular point where the tangent contains a. As the regular points correspond to the regular intersections of contours, there exists`a deg such points by Lemma 2.9.
Assume P a fp i gì =1 & a and Q a fq j gj =1 & b be sets of these points. Because the silhouettes a and b are considered to be generic we may assume that point b is not contained in the plane spanned by a, p i and q j for each pair i; j of indices. And similarly for the point a. This ensures that for each i there exists a unique j such that lines ap i and bq j do intersect. This provides a corresponding pair of points @p i ; q j A. As we havè a deg such pairs the sought reparameterization is unique whenever deg ! Q which completes the proof.
Example 2.13. Let a a @I X P X I X PA and the first silhouette be parameterized s a @sA a @ V C ITs IHs 2 C PsI 3 X H X Vs 2 Ts 3 C s 4 X R C PRs IVs 2 C Rs 3 A: (38)
The second silhouette w.r.t. b a @I X P X H X IA admits parameterization @ P X R u C Pu 2 u 3 X I C u u 2 u 3 X HA:
Substituting into (37) we obtain the candidates for the corresponding points. After removing singularities of silhouettes we arrive at P a f@I X H X P C i X Q iA; @I X H X P i X Q C iA; @H X H X H X IAg
and Q a f@I X Q X I C i X HA; @I X Q X I i X HA; @I X P X H X HAg These parameterization of contour curves already correspond in the parameter and thus can be used to parameterize the surface as t 0 c a @sA C t 1 c b @sA. Note however that this parameterization is not the optimal in the sense of the lowest possible degree. In particular, the minimal sections on this cubic ruled surface provide the parameterization @Pt 0 C t 1 X Pst 0 C st 1 X s 2 t 0 C st 1 X t 1 A.
Isophotes
Recall that the isophote was defined as a loci of points whose normal direction encloses angles or with the fixed direction. We used this modified definition to ensure that it is an algebraic curve. However it can happen in some cases, that s a; decomposes into two components corresponding to the choice of the sign of the angle. If this happen, both curves are algebraic and the usual definition can be used. However we will relate this behaviour with the reducibility of the offset of a surface and conclude that it is vary rare.
Let be a constant, -offset y a of surface a & A 3 of a surface may consist of at most two components, however for a generic surface it is an irreducible variety. See e.g. [2, 14, 17] for more details about offsets of surfaces.
Lemma 3.1. Let a surface has the reducible offsets. Then the isophotes on the surface fall into two components corresponding to angles ¦.
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the statement for the affine surface a . Let it be given by an equation f@x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 A a H. Then we may write @PA a r f@PA. It was proved in [18] that the offset is reducible if and only if r f ¡r f is a perfect square in C a , i.e. we may write r f ¡r f 2 mod f for some polynomial . (The mentioned result is proved for the case of plane curves only, but it can be directly generalized for any hypersurface).
Hence the isophote is the closure of the intersection sm with the reducible surface
whose two components correspond to the sought components of the isophote.
Although there is a strong belief that the converse of Lemma 3.1 is true as well we will prove it for the case of rational surfaces only. X@s; tA a P @sA C t 3 q @sA:
it is enough to show that the condition n@s; tA 2 a 2 @s; tA is fulfilled for the sphere only.
Let us denote n@s; tA a n 1 @sA C tn 2 @sA, where n 1 a P H ¢ 3 q and n 2 a 3 q H ¢ 3 q . Then n 2 @s; tA is a quadratic polynomial in t and it is a perfect square only if its discriminant w.r.t parameter t vanishes identically @n 1 ¡ n 2 A 2 n 2 1 n 2 2 H:
As X@s; tA is a real parameterization the equation is fulfilled if and only if n 1 @s; tA a @s; tAn 2 @s; tA or at least one of n 2 i @s; tA vanishes. If n 1 and n 2 are linearly dependent then the tangent planes are constant along the rulings and thus the surface is developable.
Similarly n 2 i H implies n i @H; H; HA, because the parameterization is real. And it is easily seen that the surface must be again developable. Hence we conclude that there does not exist ruled surface of degree larger than two with reducible offset and the corollary is proved.
Remark 3.4. The assumption on the surface to be real is essential in Corrolary 3.3.
For example the surface x 2 0 x 2 C x 2 1 x 2 C Px 0 x 2 2 C x 3 2 C ix 2 0 x 3 ix 2 1 x 3 ix 2 2 x 3 C Px 0 x 2 3 C x 2 x 2 3 ix 3 3 a H is a cubic ruled surface with parametrization t 0 @I X s X H X HA C t 1 @H X Ps X I s 2 X i@I C s 2 AA. Direct computation verifies that it is A non-developable surface with reducible offset, and thus by Lemma 3.1 its isophotes split into two components.
The isophotes on the sphere consist of two circles -they are intersections of the sphere with a circular cone with vertex located at the center of the sphere. Hence both components are rational. Some other examples of surfaces with rational isophotes were studied in [1] . Unfortunately isophotes are typically curves of higher genus, as the following theorem proves for rational ruled surfaces. 
Proof. Denote by s a; the conic section in P 2
C given by equation
i.e., it is a closure of the image of the isophote s a; under normal mapping (3 Because is a rational ruled surface, there exists a mapping X P 1 C whose fibers are exactly the rulings. (to see this take e.g. inverse of the proper parameterization t 0 p@sA C t 1 q@sA.) The restriction j sa; is then a double cover of P 1 C and thus the isophote is a hyperelliptic curve.
Using Riemann-Hurwitz formula it is possible to express the genus of the isophote as g@s a; A a I P 5framification points of j sa; g I:
The mapping is ramified over the points, where the isophote intersects the ruling at one point with multiplicity two. In other words the number of ramification points is the number of rulings v such that @vA is tangent to s a; . In order to calculate the number of lines in the family tangent to the conic we pass to the dual space. X @x 0 X x 1 X x 2 X x 3 A U 3 @Pb 2 x 2 1 X ¦Pa 2 x 2 2 X a 2 b 2 x 0 A
is birational in this particular case. This confirms that the isophote is a rational curve as it is the pull-back of a conic section s a; .
Example 3.9. For the remaining regular quadrics the intersection ! is a regular conic section and thus no ruling of is contained in the infinity. Hence g@s a; A a deg I a I and a generic isophote is an elliptic curve. with at most two real connected components.
Note that whereas a generic isophote on a quadric from Example 3.9 is elliptic, it does not mean that does not possesses any rational isophote at all. Let h be a curve from proof of Theorem 3.5, i.e., it can be identified with the regular conic section !.
Since s a; intersects h in four points the isophote were considered as a double cover of P 1 C ramified at four points. However if s a; is tangent to h there remains only two ramificacion points and the corresponding isophote is rational. (Its Weierstrass form would be y 2 x 2 p@xA, where p@xA is square-free of degree two. Hence a birational transform y a y=x, x a x maps it to the conic y 2 a p@ xA.)
The set of conic sections may be identified with P 5
C . Denote¨the set of all conics tangent to the conic h. It is well known that¨is a hypersurface of degree T. Next, by © we denote the closure of all the points in P 5
C corresponding to conic sections s a; . Hence it is a set of conics dual to @a 1 x 1 C a 2 x 2 C a 3 x 3 A 2 C @x 2 1 C x 2 2 C x 2 3 C x 2 4 A:
Simple computation shows that for each @a 1 X a 2 X a 3 A the pencil (57) is self dual and thus (57) parameterizes in fact the variety ©. Set & P 5
C to be the set of double planes @ a i x i A 2 a H. It is Veronese surface and © is a cone over base , whose vertex is
Hence © is a subvariety of P 5 C of dimension Q and degree R. The properties intersection product on subvarieties of P 5
C tell us that¨ © should be a surface of degree T ¡ R a PR. Realize that every double plane is tangent to every conic and thus &¨, too. Luckily enough dim a P and thus we have¨ © a ¤, where ¤ is a surface of degree PH parameterizing rational isophotes on the quadric .
Concluding remarks
This paper was devoted to the study of contours and isophotes on ruled surfaces. We also presented the existence of the solution to the reconstruction problems. Although ruled surfaces are used a lot in applications, contours and isophotes on other commonly used surfaces are not rational. There might be two possible directions of further research. First one is the study of surfaces containing a lot of rational contour lines -for example on dual to Del Pezzo surface there exists at least two parametric family of rational contour curves. Second, we can leave the strong assumption on rationality and focus on surface with manageable contour curves -for example hyperelliptic curves posses relatively simple non-rational parameterizations, which allows to extend the class of studied surfaces e.g. by envelopes of quadratic cones and mentioned duals to Del Pezzo surfaces. The method for efficient rational approximation of hyperelliptic contour curves could be used to approximate isophotes on ruled surfaces as well.
